
 

 
STCC aims to strengthen the overall impact of cancer research and translation in Singapore by bringing 
together key basic, clinical and translational teams on joint platforms to actively establish and implement 
collaborative cancer programmes. The consortium will be under the Ministry of Health Holdings (MOHH) Pte 
Ltd and anchored by the cancer research programmes and commercialization platforms of STCC’s research 
partners (NCCS, NCIS, NUS CSI and A*STAR). 

 
 

Pathologist/Pathologist Associate (STCC) 
 

Responsible for routine case selection from OT list for prospective consenting, collection and banking and 
perform histo-pathological QC on tissue samples being collected and stored in the Tissue Repository. Tissue 
collection and processing in the Tissue Repository and assist requesters on their tissue request for research. 
 
 

Primary Responsibilities and Duties  

 

Perform routine case selection for prospective consenting, collection and banking 

Liaise with surgeons seeking approval for tissue collection from their patients whenever necessary and 
seeking information from surgeons regarding doubtful cancer cases for bio-banking purposes and 
processing 

Perform histopathological QC on tissue samples being collected and stored 

Work with hospital staff on improving processes of tissue / biomaterial collection from the OT, and 
wards/clinics in the hospital; finding ways and means to reduce collection / ischemia times 

Assist Principal Investigators with pathological inputs for their research projects / publications 

Sieving out requisite tissue details from database to list out the tissues required for approved requests and 
going into the details of the Principal Investigators (PIs) requirements and ensuring tissues retrieved meet 
the PIs requirements including the site, histological diagnosis, percentage of tumor in the tissue and 
necessary clinical information. 

Writing protocol amendments for IRB approval on new bio banking collaborations with other departments in 
NUH, amending consent forms and Patient Information Pamphlet Sheet as per the protocol guidelines, 
necessary discussions and liaison with IRB approval. 

 

Secondary Responsibilities and Duties 

 

Perform other duties as assigned by the Head / Senior Manager 

 

 

Job Specification/Requirements 

 

 Degree in MBBS (non-registrable foreign MBBS)  

 Relevant pathological experience will be advantageous 

 

 

If you meet our requirements and are interested in taking up this career opportunity, we would like to hear 
from you. Please send your resume to recruit@scri.edu.sg 

 

Working location: Singhealth Tissue Repository (STR) or National Cancer Institute, Singapore (NCIS) 

(Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted) 


